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Professional Publication Design:
Six strategies for better publications.

I

n this new media era of sound bites, publications remain a time-tested
way for organizations to share their stories. With so much content
moving online, either to social media outlets or broadly-focused web
sites, targeted printed materials engage like never before. The visceral
nature of ink on paper implies importance, and reassures. Thoughtful,
beautifully-designed publications, whether on paper or online, attract corporate sponsors, engage major donors, support grant applications, move
hearts and minds, and provide timely information to policy makers and
the public. Printed publications don’t require a screen or internet connection—just an airplane seat, or a quiet corner offline. Whether it’s a magazine, annual report, policy brief, or newsletter, publications remain tangible and timeless—and something that the media, the public, and donors
can hold, enjoy, and share.
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Perhaps you are engaged in the creation of independent research on policy,
and are regularly in the media, or trying to get your research into the hands
of members of the House and Senate. Maybe you are the editor of your annual report or newsletter, or a monthly member magazine. Or perhaps you
are in charge of promoting your yearly events. In all cases, you want the
presentation of your printed materials to reflect the quality and reputation
of your organization. Mostly, you would like the publication to capture the
essence of who you are. Whether you are managing your first-ever publication or package, or are just looking for ways to make the process go more
smoothly, here are the steps we follow to keep our publication projects on
track, to eliminate surprises, and to ensure successful outcomes.

1. DEFINE
2. COLLABORATE
3. DESIGN
4. PRODUCE
5. REFINE
6. DISTRIBUTE
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1. DEFINE
Form follows function. So from the beginning, it’s important for a publication designer to understand the scope and purpose of your publication,
in order to understand your vision and manage your time line. Accurate
answers to the questions below about your manuscript (the text content
prior to layout is called the manuscript) can help pub designers like us to
estimate costs for design, layout, and printing, as well as reasonable turnaround times.
•• How many pages are in the manuscript (MS Word document)?
•• Do you envision a straightforward design approach, or something more
sophisticated? Do you have samples or past issues to share?
•• How many design options do you wish to see?
•• What imagery is appropriate? Does it need to be sourced, retouched,
and managed in large numbers?
•• How many charts, graphs, tables, and infographics will be included?
•• How many footnotes and endnotes are there?
•• How many unique sections, section openers, and unique page
layouts exist?
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•• Are there foreign language requirements?
•• Does the manuscript include calculations, pages of hyperlinks, multi-level lists,
outlined text, or other complex formatting requirements?
•• Is the text near-final? How many rounds of edits do you expect (three or fewer is
typical)?
•• Is your time line a rush or a regular schedule, and do you have a hard or
soft deadline?
•• How will the publication be distributed, and how many will you print?
•• Does the final PDF need to be Section 508 compliant?
•• What are your budget restrictions (or past budget)?
While some design firms will ask you to sign a contract, most (including us) will
ask you to sign a design agreement listing an agreed-upon scope of work, design
estimate, and time line before a project begins. You should expect a clearly written scope of work and price estimate, informed by answers to the questions above,
before you begin to work with a publication designer.
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2. COLLABORATE
Ideas inform design. And we believe that the best ideas come from a
collaborative team approach. How will the design clarify and strengthen
the message, connect with the audience, and reflect the character of your
organization? We always ask the following questions during this collaborative “discovery” phase:
•• What is the single most important idea in your publication?
•• What mood or tone is appropriate, based on the single most
important idea?
•• How will this publication fit into your larger communication strategy?
•• What visual branding standards are in place (such as logos,
colors, and fonts)?
•• Who do you hope will read this? What are their reading habits?
•• Is this for a one-time event? Is it time-sensitive, such as a product catalog, newsletter, policy report, or meeting program? Or is it an enduring
publication, such as an evergreen brochure, historical report, collection
of essays, or annual report? Is this publication the first in a series?
•• How will it be distributed? List every possible way, online and offline.
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The Brief

A project brief synthesizes all of the information in the DEFINE and
COLLABORATE phases, and begins to consider the visual design.
Thoughtful consideration of the design, in advance, eliminates design surprises and miscalculations, and serves to keep your project on budget. The
brief is intended to get everyone aligned — to ensure a successful outcome.
A less formal approach would be to begin to collect and share publications
that have a similar look and feel to how you envision your publication. We
call this a swipe file. Often clients will come to our office to review some of
the 1000+ publications we have designed over the years, to talk about design, color, paper weight and make decisions about their own publication.

3. DESIGN
Design is in the details. And the design phase is the next step in the process. Once everyone is aligned, you can expect much better outcomes with
minimal surprises. With the design brief as a guide, a cover design (or several) is created, and this typically includes the outside front and back cover,
and one or two interior pages. We explore:
•• Conceptual ideas and themes outlined in the design brief
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••
••
••
••
••
••

Grid structure: page margins, text columns, and gutters
Color palettes, primary, secondary, and accent colors
Use of imagery, texture, and line
Design treatment of page numbers, page headers, and footers
Paragraph styles including titles, headlines, drop caps, and lists
Treatment of text elements such as pull quotes and sidebars

At the end of this stage, a few pages of the design are presented for review,
feedback, and approval, prior to going into full layout.
Designs can be presented in person, or sent as a PDF file. You should expect well-executed and creative ideas that align with the design brief from
your publication designer.

4. PRODUCE
Once the design is agreed upon, the full layout phase begins. At this point,
you should have final text for the publication, typically as MS Word files.
Your publication designer will format each element of text, and craft page
layouts using Adobe InDesign. Photos are scaled, corrected, and if necessary, retouched in Adobe Photoshop. Illustrative (and vector) elements,
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like logos, infographics, charts, and graphs are created in Adobe Illustrator. You should expect error-free, aesthetically pleasing, and easy-to-read
page layouts from your publication designer.

5. REFINE
Once the publication has been designed, it is typically presented as a
PDF proof. Typically 1–2 minor rounds of client edits are completed
before the files are ready to go to press. You should expect error-free revision cycles from your publication designer.

6. DISTRIBUTE
Once the publication design is approved, how you finalize it depends on
the original plan to reproduce and distribute it.

Traditional offset printing, or digital printing

The majority of the publications we work on are printed on a traditional
offset press. At low quantities, publications are often printed on a highquality digital press, with results very similar to offset. Information about
print pricing can be found on page 12 of this report. All images should
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be double-checked for proper format, color space, and resolution. Ideally, photos should be sent as “randoms” ahead of time for color proofing. When we have a final page count, we design the spine, and finalize
print estimates. All fonts and linked images are collected for the printer,
along with a high-resolution PDF. For publications, quality print shops
will request live files. You should expect that your publication designer
thoroughly understands how to prepare a file for professional printing,
and that the printer will review it for technical issues.

PDFs
If the publication is destined for digital distribution, a great option is
an interactive PDF. This allows you to link your table of contents, and
cross-link content within your publication. PDFs maintain the design of
the publication, and can be printed on demand. Links to the web, video,
and audio can be added for interactivity. Optimized PDFs can be posted
on a web page, sent via email, or posted at a site that provides pageturning capabilities, such as Issuu.com. In addition, you can also request
a Section 508-compliant PDF to add to your webpage, that is tagged and
optimized for screen readers.
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E-distribution: Epubs and iPad apps

Currently there are two other options for digital distribution:
1. Epubs—Formatting is very limited, and the publication process is very
different than creating a publication destined for print or PDF. Epub formats include Kindle, Nook, and iBook. These formats are best for running text, like fiction or very simple reports with limited graphs, tables,
or imagery. The iBook format is the most sophisticated of the three, but
requires an Apple device like an iPad to view it.
2. iPad applications—Design for the iPad can be far more sophisticated
than for epubs. This format can be viewed only on an iPad, and can
be distributed only through the Apple store. The Apple store would
first need to approve the app, and currently will distribute single version publications for free. They will also distribute a series of pubs in a
single folio (like a magazine subscription with many issues) for a substantial charge.
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Requesting printing prices
If you plan to print copies of your publication, prices are estimated by considering the following:
••
••
••
••

Quantity
Length (number of pages)
Number of ink colors (one, two, four or more)
Color proofs and test prints requested

••
••
••
••
••
••

Who is coordinating, overseeing, and paying for the printing
Whether a press check is required
Paper choice (cover and interior pages)
Type of binding (saddle-stitched or perfect, for example)
Cost to deliver or mail, plus the cost of postage
Final PDF preparation (print-only, optimized, Interactive, Section 508
compliant)

MillerCox provides files free of charge at the close of the project if
requested (many design firms still charge a fee for “live” files). Here are
a few things to consider if you plan to update the document yourself.
•• Do you have access to the latest version of Adobe’s Creative Suite
Software?
•• Are you trained to use the software (InDesign, Illustrator, Acrobat and
Photoshop)?
•• Do you own all of the fonts used in the publication? (fonts can not be
provided because they are licensed to specific computers)
•• Do the images have the proper license for future use (royalty-free) or do
you need to re-negotiate the rights (rights-protected)?
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Bumps in the road of publication design
Over the years, we have found that, especially with clients new to the process, the following tips can save you from additional design charges. I’m
sharing these budget-friendly strategies to help you to keep your project
on track.
•• Submit near-final text, and near-final charts and graphs, when you
request a design estimate for accuracy.
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Provide plenty of resolution when sending imagery (1 mb minimum).
Find the “vector” versions of your logo, typically the .ai or .eps file.
Be sure that your text is finalized when sending it for layout.
Make sure your publication designer understands how many layers of
review are necessary, so they can budget for every round.
Designate only one key contact on your team, to avoid
misunderstandings.
Provide final data for all tables and charts, as well as Excel examples.
Try to stay on schedule, especially if you have a hard deadlines to avoid
service “rush” markups.
Manage revision cycles carefully, for instance:
»» Make sure your edits are neat and easy-to-understand (use standard
proofreading marks, view here »).
»» Never provide revisions as “tracked changes” in the original Word
document. Always use the latest design PDF.
»» Re-type long passages instead of hand-writing major revisions.
»» Avoid providing edits as long lists in email. Provide them in a separate Word document instead.

The most efficient, least expensive method to submit edits is to use standard copy writing marks, clearly marked on the latest set of page proofs,
and scanned and emailed (or Dropboxed) into a PDF.
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Hiring a publication designer
As you choose a publication designer, here are a few things to consider:
••
••
••
••

Does the designer specifically have publication experience?
Was the designer trained in typography and page layout?
Is his/her portfolio of publications attractive and inspiring?
Approximately how many publications have they put on press in the
last few years?

•• Will he/she be available next year to help with the same publication?
•• Can he/she provide references from past clients with similar publication projects?
•• What happens if for any reason, they can not complete the project? Do
they have backup person on their team?
•• What software and version are they working with? Is it the latest?
•• What type of computer — Mac or PC?
•• Do they typically work 9–5, or do they freelance in the evening and on
weekends?
•• If freelance, do they have a working printer, a backup system for their
files, and a strong internet connection?
•• Are they in-between jobs and/or brand new to freelancing?
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Sample production schedule (non-rush)

1 week

Sample text to publication designer for review
Estimate and agreement signed
Kickoff meeting (phone or in person)
Creative Brief presented and feedback collected

1 week

Cover Designs presented and feedback collected
Cover design refinements (if requested)

1 week

Interior spread design presented and feedback collected
Interior spread design refinements (if requested)
Style sheets finalized

1–3 weeks

1 week
1 week
1 week
1 week

2 weeks

Near-final text to publication designer
First page proofs* presented
Time line dependent upon length/complexity
of publication
First full set of markups**
Second page proofs
Second full set up of markups
Third (final) page proofs presented
Final set of markups
Randoms to printer for color correction
Final page proofs for sign-off
Files to print shop
Proofs from print shop
Publication ships typically 2–3 weeks after files are sent

*Page proofs = page layouts from the design team
**Markups = marked up changes from the client
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MillerCox Mission
We believe that organizations working towards social good are catalysts
for positive change in the world. Here at MillerCox, we use our publication
design services to allow mission-driven organizations to more effectively
share their research, convey their impact, fill their programs, sell their products, and as a result, attract the resources they need to effect positive change
in our world.

MillerCox Vision
To be recognized as the leading publication design firm for missiondriven organizations as they consider, create, and refine their publications
(in print and in digital formats), and to be one of the best places to work,
either remotely or on site.

MillerCox Core Values
Collaborative: We realize that the most effective design solutions come
from the synthesis of great minds. We invite our clients into our collaborative creative process, to generate ideas and provide feedback to our design
thinking, before any design work is executed.
Expert: We are committed to hiring talented and well-educated professionals. We support lifelong learning, and our team is committed to
staying current with design trends, publication design, and distribution
technology.
Meticulous: Our design and production team takes great care to fully
refine and address the details of each publication. Our clients need errorfree page proofs returned on each round, and we aim to make their job
easy. We also carefully manage agreed-upon scheduling milestones and
budgets.
Solutions-focused and helpful: In our collaborations with you, we focus
on solving problems in the most helpful and courteous way, and we strive
to anticipate and address your needs ahead of time, to make your interactions with us pleasant and easy, and free up time for you to handle your
other priorities.
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About Our Publication Design Services
We are not your ‘average’ graphic design firm. Far from it. We are a team of
talented and well-educated publication design professionals and members
of the AIGA, a worldwide network of graphic design professionals. So when
you work with our team on your publications, you’re gaining access to a
wealth of design experience that is much more powerful than any one freelancer could offer. Heather and Neal each have over twenty years of publication design experience, as well as a deep understanding of how publications
fit into a larger visual brand and communication strategy. This experience
includes an understanding of typography, grid structures, presenting data
visually, and working with imagery. This knowledge is a result of classic
training and education, formal and informal design training, and ever-growing technical expertise. At the same time, we offer strong project management, so that our interactions with each other are productive and enjoyable.
Our goal is to help you communicate more effectively with the help of highquality printed documents, so you can move your mission forward.
If you need expert help with your next publication, get in touch.
(301) 933-4062 or
hello@millercox.com

Jen

Tamzin
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